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It’s a pleasure to be invited to contribute to a discussion of this sort; the issues at hand
are both significant to me personally and, I think, have wider political resonance. I must
admit, though, to having a greater affinity with the ‘self-organised’ part of the title than
the ‘public art’ element. Maybe later we can unpick that, but in general I’m interested in
art that has some socially transformative aim. Whether this happens in the ‘private’
space of a gallery or the home, or the basement of a pub, or the ‘public’ space of a
community centre or the street is of no great importance.

I do believe, however, that the impact of such practices is intensified in non-institutional,
self-organised or DIY contexts, and I will go on to explain why in due course. Before I
begin properly though I should also add that I’m not going to talk about specific projects
in any great detail and instead attempt to explore a thread that runs throughout my
practice and experiences working in self-organised contexts.
A lot of DIY activity does not start from a political perspective but arrives at one. Few
people who desire to change the world would think the best way of going about it would
be to start a band, run a record label, form an art collective, perform street interventions
or create counter-institutions. More likely, your first thought would be to enter into
politics, work for an NGO or get involved in some form of direct activism. It is the case,
however, that self-organised approaches in collective activity often - but certainly not
always - open up on to a more critical position on the world. Some might cynically
suggest that there is a dogma attached to underground and counter-cultural practices
that indoctrinates people working in a self-organised manner into Marxist, post-Marxist
or anarchist thought. Indeed, we should be wary of adopting such a position uncritically
or as a lifestyle statement.

I will argue, though, that the very act of working collectively in alternative spaces breeds
a much more organic understanding and attachment to a politics that challenges both
capitalist and state orthodoxy and proves that another world is possible. There is a
radical kernel to self-organised activity that - when shown fidelity to - opens on to a
range of critical and political perspectives. This resistant seed, I believe, is found in the
social relations and the ethics that are produced in self-organised activity and not, as is
more commonly described, in its structural autonomy from capitalist institutions.
Before expounding on that I would like to provide some anecdotal perspective. I’ve had
experience working collectively in ‘alternative scenes’ for the last ten years in music and
art: within the DIY music scene playing in various bands across the UK and Europe,
organising gigs and being involved in autonomous venues and social centres, and also
with the art collective Black Dogs.
I was doing music ‘DIY’ long before I had heard of it as a term. In Matlock where I went
to school, if you wanted to play a gig then the only way to do so was to organise it
yourself. This involved hiring a village hall, youth centre, top room of a pub or other
function room, making some posters or even tickets, hiring in a PA and maybe a bar and
then running the event and playing it. I thought that when I was 18 and moved to Leeds
in 1999 this ‘amateur’ approach would be a thing of the past and that it would be big
venues, promoters, agents and managers from here on in. The first few gigs I attended
in Leeds, however, where of a much more similar nature to those we had arranged in
Derbyshire – the cellars and top rooms of dingy pubs that held about 80 people – but,
crucially, the music was actually good. This wasn’t just the confine of a handful of local
bands looking for bigger and better things but rather a node on a global underground
network where bands from all over the world were able to do things in a more
autonomous, ethical and progressive manner than that offered by the music industry.
Likewise, around 2003, when a handful of us came together whilst studying art at Leeds
University due to a shared dissatisfaction with the course, we decided the best and
maybe only way of addressing the situation was to self-organise. This is how Black Dogs
was formed. We began to meet in pubs where we held our own group critiques, and
decided if we were to have any confidence that our final degree show would be
something we could be proud of we should get some practice in first. We started to look
around Leeds for spaces in which we could hold an exhibition and talk to some other
organisations – including East Street Arts and Artsparkle – to get tips about how we
might go about that. At that time there were few, if any, purpose-built art spaces in Leeds
that would accommodate non-established artists so we ended up holding our first
exhibition in the top room of a Pizza Express restaurant. We had a series of meetings to
develop individual work together and co-curate the exhibition, made the posters, wrote
the press release, transformed the upstairs of the restaurant into a white cube gallery
space by fabricating walls, installed the show, bought the drinks and held the exhibition
(taking it down on weekends when the restaurant wanted to use the upstairs for diners).
Through this experience we realised that there was a lot more learning and collective
development involved in putting on the exhibition independently and working in this
unusual non-gallery space than making the work that comprised the show.
This informed the direction that Black Dogs’ practice took from that point. We went on to
look at how we could share this experience of co-production, skill-sharing and aesthetic
learning through a variety of projects ranging from street interventions like Bondage on
the Streets for Light Night 2007, to place-based research and community engagement

projects like Tower Walks in 2009, to participatory gallery-based projects, events in pubs
and working men’s clubs and free art school projects. Likewise my own practice has
sought to explore and share the type of experience through events like Festival of
Pastimes.

The point in these anecdotes is that DIY and self-organised activity is often born out of a
void, or a perceived lack. ‘If no-one else is going to do it for us, we’ll do it ourselves’. And
there is something addictively rewarding about the process when this occurs. First,
there’s the sense of pride and ownership over outcomes; there’s also the transparency
of process and control afforded by doing something DIY; and there’s the necessarily
collective aspect, where pooling resources, skill-sharing and generally having a go at the
things normally reserved for ‘professionals’ leads to new abilities and novel approaches.
This combination of ownership, transparency, self-management and collectivity lends
itself to a leftist politics, and means that the political philosophy associated with that of
Marx, the Situationist International, Autonomia, Postanarchism and the new social
movements resonated profoundly with us. We had experienced firsthand, in a humble
way, that there is an alternative to the alienating, repetitive, separated, specialised and
divided life under capitalism - that we had all experienced at work and accepted to be
our fate - and also that this alternative can be had in the here and now.
There is a danger here though that this attachment, love even, of the qualitative richness
of self-organised and non-institutional activity can lead to a near-militant and slightly
paranoid defensiveness that closes those involved off from the world and curtails DIY’s
transformative potential. The fetishisation of autonomy - the naïve belief in, and
consequent desire for an uncontaminated ‘outside to capitalism’ - leads on to a number
of well-rehearsed and often debilitating debates and seemingly insurmountable
contradictions: ‘How do we keep what we’re doing pure and unsullied by capitalist
interference?’. ‘How can we describe what we do as non-capitalist if it involves the use
of money or occasionally turns a profit?’, ‘What’s the difference between private and
public funding?’, What about sustainability?’, Who can we work with and how?’, Where
and when are we being co-opted or exploited?’ and so on.
These tensions and contradictions were brought to the fore when, in 2010, Black Dogs
were invited - along with many other ‘independent’ art organisations and spaces
including PSL from Leeds - to take place in No Soul For Sale; a festival of independents
held at Tate Modern Turbine Hall as part of their 10th anniversary celebrations. We found

the invitation a little strange as it assumed that those self-identifiably independent
organisations would require, desire, or accept validation from one of the biggest art
institutions in the world. Likewise, it signalled that there was a certain currency in selforganised and DIY activity that institutions like the Tate would benefit from through their
association, and benign hospitality towards, independent, non-institutional, ‘edgy’, ‘cool’
and ‘radical’ counter-spaces. By demonstrating that they understand and support such
independent and DIY activity the Tate - like David Cameron’s Big Society - irons over the
antagonisms between DIY activity and state-institutional-corporate control and thereby
neutralises any threat by pretending that entrepreneurialism and self-organised
approaches are one and the same.

It was not the first or only time we had found ourselves in a difficult scenario but perhaps
the best for the purposes of illustrating that the ‘outside to capitalism’ is never
straightforward and recuperation and co-optation of once radical forms always looms.
Other more famous examples include punk and many other once-underground musical
forms that have been commodified and drained of their political content to become a
saleable style or aesthetic. Despite our reservations, in the end we accepted the offer
and used it as an opportunity to place the debate at the heart of the event. We contacted
all the organisations that were taking part and asked them ‘How Not to Sell Your Soul at
No Soul for Sale’ through the production of a statement or card that reflected on what it
meant to them to be independent, how they felt about the offer to exhibit in the Tate,
what contradictions they might have seen and generally acted as platform for anything
they wished to get off their chest. At the event itself we created a replica of the pub in
which Black Dogs meets in Leeds and drank copiously for the weekend whilst asking
similar questions to passers-by and displaying their contribution to the discussion in the
bar on beer mats.

This form of critique is easily absorbed by the institutional Artworld – which has decades
of experience in doing so – and Black Dogs was even featured as the lead project in the
press associated with the event which announced that ‘artists create pub in Turbine Hall
to celebrate Tate’s 10th birthday’ with no mention of the discussion we were trying to
prompt. We did have a lot of fun drinking and hanging out though, which is more than
could be said of the majority of the organisations that took part, and who were hoping it
would be a stepping-stone towards something else or a great opportunity to showcase
their work and found out quickly that it certainly was not. So in this late-capitalist and
complicated modern world where art, cultural and creativity are put into the service of
both capitalism and state in ever more subtle and insidious ways - from the relationship
between the avant-garde artist and its mainstream regurgitation, through to the opaque
and ethically questionable instrumentalisation of arts charities to gain rate-relief on
empty spaces like the one in which we are gathered today and that ultimately lines the
pockets of the private sector – it would seem that resistance to capitalism is futile, if not
impossible.
As I mentioned earlier, though, I believe there is a resistant seed to self-organised and
DIY that is at its heart antagonistic to capital, opening up on to a world that we can
describe as postcapitalist. In order to properly grasp this, we are required to understand
capitalism not just as an economic political structure but, as Marx described it, a social
relation that informs this structure. Hardt and Negri have pointed out in their trilogy of
books Empire, Multitude and Commonwealth that capitalist state power both relies on,
and is produced by, the sovereignty of private property. At the base of all forms of power
in the Western world is the acceptance and naturalisation that the desire for and defence
of private property underpins society. This naturalises the motivation by profit, division of
labour, acceptance of institutional authority, will for self-advancement and the war of all
against all that bolsters neoliberal ideology. As The Free Association quoting Gang of
Four, have put it, ‘every day seems like a natural fact’.
If we are to avoid, reverse or somehow lessen the impact of the impending triple crunch
(of peak oil, financial crises and environmental destruction) that is the result of
unregulated capitalism, we need to embrace the idea that we can both overcome the

natural state of things and change our habits. Autonomist Marxists and Postanarchists
believe that this change in habit will not come about simply by a change in structure - as
we have seen from state socialism through to the anecdotes I offered earlier, capitalism
will find away to adapt to and co-opt such structural innovations and attempts at
autonomy - but requires transformation at a deeper, more meaningful level; that of
subjectivity. Before we can act beyond capitalism and create its sustainable alternative,
we need to be able to think and feel within and against it. If capitalism is a social relation
then to advance from it we need to give rise to social relations that undermine the
sovereignty of private property. It is my belief that art and cultural activity – especially
when self-organised, non-institutional or DIY – are sites for experimentation with, and
the production of, this postcapitalist subjectivity.

So, to return to the earlier example of Black Dogs’ experience at No Soul For Sale the
very fact that we had a good time takes on more significance. In a context that was
much like a competitive, badly organised marketplace where the participating
organisations were given a tiny plot and left to fend for themselves with little aid or
resources - each trying to out-do the other in terms of prime ‘traffic’, eye-catching
signage, loud events and so forth - we sat in our pub and got drunk and played table
football and a piano with whoever came past. Our pub became a refuge for a lot of the
other organisations sick of vying for the attention of a mostly disinterested and touristy
art audience for whom No Soul For Sale must have appeared as a trip through an art
shantytown, allowing them to see how the other half lived. Over the course of the
weekend we got to know some of the other organisations with whom we shared our
(contraband) alcohol and engaged in some interesting discussions. Whilst the project
itself was co-opted the social relations that were facilitated and emerged from the
intervention - based on hospitality, friendship, sharing and common property - resonated
beyond the event and its misrepresentation or poor documentation. If the audience had
realised that self-organised or independent art was more enjoyable, even more fun, than
the institutional form than we will have had some success.
Of course fun and pleasure, whilst important concepts, are not substantial enough to
base a political programme on, nor claim as undermining the sovereignty of private
property (after all they are quite self-interested concepts). In order to begin to make that
claim for the social relations and ethics that emerge from self-organised activity we need
to go deeper and look at the rough as well as the smooth. There is nothing radical about

a group of people able to create a state perpetual conviviality unless that is opened out,
invites in the Other, and allows those others to have a say in that which constitutes fun
or pleasure. One person’s utopia is another’s hell. It’s impossible to please everyone and
dangerous to aim to do so. How then can this discursive, contingent and critical form of
enjoyment – where fun becomes a field of contestation – appear?
We have attempted this form of critical conviviality through our own practice, by the
creation of situations and interventions such as Black Dogs Dose of Summer for Light
Night 2009; discursive and dialogic exhibitions like MK2morrow (2010) and our
intervention at No Soul For Sale (2010); and alternative/free art education projects like
Black Lab (2010). Likewise in my own practice with dialogic vending machines (2003 –
2006), the exhibition A Serious Waste of Time (2011) and so on.

This field of contestation, however, is perhaps better explored through the very act of
working collaboratively and collectively. DIY and self-organised groups tend to value and
aspire to fluidity, attentiveness to new and lesser-heard voices, and hospitality towards
new and disruptive concepts. Within Black Dogs, for example, at points when
discussions and ideas in the group begin to feel too fixed or repetitive, we have sought
to bring in new voices; opening up membership through group shows that then lead on
to more collaborative projects. In this manner the group sheds its skin once every few
years and is constantly on the boil.
There is something particular about self-organised and DIY activity that allows this
contingency. When ‘becoming more established’ or ‘growth’ (in economic terms) is the
end goal, a certain form of consistency, rigidity of structure and singular authorship or
‘branding’ is required. Within DIY and self-organised activity - where the process is more

important than the outcome - there can be more risk, more willingness to fail and to go
back to the beginning; even to invite in those who were previously considered enemies
or with whom one may have clashed. A predication for collaboration and co-production
manifests itself in a variety of ways from the non-hierarchical structures of social centres,
to the constant cross pollination and member-sharing between bands, labels and
collectives in the DIY punk scene, through to the proliferation of co-authored and
anonymous projects in underground circles and so on. This leads to the common
observation that these scenes often seem like expanded social circles or groups of
friends.
This model of expanded friendship groups risks becoming a clique. But I maintain that
the form of friendship and camaraderie that emerges and sustains self-organised groups
is fundamentally different to that which Hardt and Negri would describe as ‘corrupt’ forms
of friendship or love that result in closed and ultimately conservative groups. That is, it is
not based on the love of the same or collective defence of private property or individual
self-advancement, but is instead aimed at the growth of the commons. From here we
can begin to talk about love in political terms. Love for philosopher Alain Badiou is not
the warm fuzzy feeling of pleasure shared by a happy couple, but a process of fidelity.
This fidelity doesn’t necessarily have to be thought of in romantic terms and be to
another lover, or even person, but could be a love of an idea, a feeling, an ethos or a
politic.

Accordingly, I can declare love of DIY activity. The initial pleasure and excitement of
seeing a brilliant band in the unexpected surroundings of the Royal Park pub, or the joy
of coming together and learning something collectively, or the realisation that there are
alternatives to the institutional mainstream, were all experiences that made me question
aspects of everyday life previously thought of as ‘natural facts’. These rupturous
moments act as watersheds, defining moments and epiphanies that open up a line of
enquiry; demanding the pursuit of something without a predetermined end. We don’t
know where the politics of self-organisation lead, what their horizon is, what form of
social organisation it proposes at a global scale, but we follow the trajectory
nonetheless, dealing with the problems and complexities as they arise. This walking of
an unknown path is a lot more fun, exciting and rewarding than self-advancement along

the well-trod (career) path that capitalism conditions us to aspire to; especially so when
embarked upon with friends and friends-to-be. It is messy and difficult, strange and
weird, time-consuming and occasionally heartbreaking, but ultimately satisfying.
Who, though, has time and energy to walk such a path and how is the journey sustained
under today’s precarious circumstances? In the past I was happy to say that DIY activity
is born out of a void, that it doesn’t require funding and can be partook in by anyone who
wishes to use their spare time productively rather than in leisurely consumption. Black
Dogs has always operated as a purposefully unwaged, not-for-profit collective where any
products are sold at cost price and any income made goes back into the realisation of
future projects. We recognise that there are substantial flaws in this approach that clash
with the anti-capitalist anti-work politics of the group; ultimately the collective is sustained
through waged labour, just that performed for others and elsewhere (which is arguably
as bad if not worse than the self-alienation we fear would occur by ‘turning art into
work’), or by the privilege of spare time that excludes the participation and involvement
by those who may have other commitments be they family responsibilities, high rent or a
mortgage, demanding jobs and so on.
Nevertheless, the group has run for almost 10 years now and has involved the
participation of a wide range of members from various backgrounds and managed to
accommodate their shifts in circumstances both personal and geographical. The same
can be said of many other DIY endeavours - the bands and music collectives I’ve been
involved in, the Cops and Robbers listings fanzine that introduced me to the term DIY
originally, and so on. It would appear that, contrary to the logic of neoliberalism that
proposes motivation by profit is the best of not only way to sustain an activity, DIY
endures. I propose that what fuels this endurance is love; love of the pursuit of a new
and unknowable world of which we both experience fleetingly and begin to be able to
build a vague picture of through self-organised activity.
This said, love needs room to blossom and can be easily stifled or killed off by
inhospitable environments. As such, there are structural changes that could be made
that I believe would better allow the process of love via self-organisation to emerge. One
is a recognition and appreciation of the significance of ethics in policy making. When
making decisions about what activity is allowed to happen - when risk assessing and
making judgements about a project, its value and its deservedness of support questions about the ethical horizon against which it operates should be taken into
account. What social relations underpin and might emerge from this activity? How does
this project foster and experiment with non-corrupt forms of friendship and hospitality?
Does this project propose or desire an alternative world based not on private property
but the creation of the commons?
A critical review of DIY activity is needed that recognises the full extent of its political and
transformative resonance. Crucial to this is an appreciation that the social relations
produced in self-organised activity rupture and exceed the neoliberal Big Society
constructs of self-advancement, enterprise, and entrepreneurialism. Within the multitude
of innocuous and everyday experiments in self-organisation – from hobbyist groups, to
underground cultural scenes, to counter institutions and global social movements – is a
will that demonstrates an alternative, postcapitalist world is possible. The question of
how ‘public art’ sustains self-organised activity needs to be reversed. It is not a case of
what the public can do for self-organised groups but what can be learned from selforganised activity.

